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Tampa Preparatory School provides  
preparation for life with a higher 
purpose than self
——
The mission of Tampa Preparatory School is embraced 
by the entire community and incorporated into the daily 
activities of the school. It’s a place to think, create, be 
yourself, aspire to excellence, and go beyond.

Founded in 1974, the goal of the school is raising 
centered, inquisitive, and selfless adults through contact 
with diverse experiences and people. Tampa Preparatory 
School serves 680 middle to high school students in 
grades 6 through 12 and has a dedicated faculty of 80 
professionals.  

Campus Location
Tampa, FL

Campus Size
760 Students & Faculty

Campus Security Goals
Know who is on campus

Log entry and exit
Perform Offender Background Checks 

Print badges

Favorite Feature
SMS Notifications to staff  

when visitors arrive

Before Visitu
——
Before Visitu, the visitor management process was 
paper based—with sticky handwritten labels and logs.    
As an Apple distinguished school that surrounds its 
students with technology, Chad Lewis, knew that 
Tampa Preparatory School needed to know more 
information about visitors such as who was on campus, 
who were they on campus to visit, and when did they 
leave?  

With these defined needs, Tampa Preparatory School 
began researching several competitive campus check-
in systems and through that  process found Visitu.

Visitu helps us manage who is on campus and allows us to maintain  
campus security while safeguarding our students and faculty.

— Chad Lewis, Director of Technology at Tampa Preparatory School



The Results
—— 
Visitu instantly helped Lewis’s team conduct several important tasks:

Verify who is on campus 
and deny access to those 

who are not permitted

Keep track of who is on 
campus, print badges, and 
“match a name to a face”

Safeguard the campus  
by performing  

offender checks 

Through Visitu,  
Tampa Preparatory  
School can focus on  
its core mission and  

better manage  
campus visitors.  
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“It just works—and it’s fast”
—— 

Chad Lewis looked at other products 
and didn’t like how competitive prod-
ucts require a server, OS management, 
and upkeep—which all add unnecessary 
complexity, costs, and IT responsibility  
 
Visitu only requires an iPad on premise 
and a quick download of the applica-
tion. With a SaaS cloud backend, the 
iPad can be moved anywhere on cam-
pus wifi. The implementation is quick 
and doesn’t require IT personnel.

“It’s intuitive and  
user friendly”

—— 
Users intuitively understands Visitu. 
The app is simple and allows visitors 
and staff alike to quickly check-in, scan 
a photo ID, and receive a printed visi-
tor badge.  During check-in

Visitu scans an offender database 
and flags results.  Advanced features 
such as visitor notifications via SMS or 
email, saves time for the receptionist. 
As soon as a person checks-in, a noti-
fication is sent to the person they are 
meeting.  

“Visitu listens and  
keeps adding value”

—— 
Tampa Preparatory School is con-
stantly evolving to better serve our 
students. We appreciate partners 
like Visitu who share our vision for 
excellence. Visitu listens and acts on 
customer feedback. It gets more pow-
erful with valuable features that are 
added. The implementation doesn’t 
require IT—download the app and go. 
It’s been straightforward and reliable, 
said Lewis.   


